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Abstract—Energy-efficiency is becoming an important feature
for designing the next generation of communication networks as
are the multiplication of access points and the reduction of their
coverage area. In this paper, we survey the latest development
in energy-efficient scheduling, a.k.a. green scheduling, for both
classic and heterogeneous cellular networks. We first introduce
the main system model and framework that are considered in
most of the existing green scheduling works. We then describe
the main contributions on green scheduling as well as summarize
their key findings. For instance, green scheduling schemes have
demonstrated that they can significantly reduce the transmit
power and improve the energy-efficiency of cellular systems.
We also provide a performance analysis of some of the existing
schemes in order to highlight some of the challenges that need
to be tackled for making green scheduling more effective in
heterogeneous networks. Indeed, the coordination between tiers
and the rate fairness between the users of different tiers are
important issues that have not been yet tackled. In addition,
most of the existing design exhibits a computational complexity
that is too high for being deployed in a real system.
Keywords—Green Scheduling, Coordination, Macro-only, Heterogeneous Network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE explosive growth of smart portable devices in recent
years has triggered a shift from desktop to mobile internet
access. It is envisioned that the next generation of mobile
networks will support higher area capacity and will improve
coverage. One effective solution to do so is to increase cell
density for higher spatial reuse. This solution will inevitably
introduce additional power consumption leading to a larger
amount of greenhouse gas emission. With the information and
communication technology (ICT) industry already contributing
to 2% of world wide greenhouse emissions [1], seeking
solutions to achieve energy efficiency (EE) in mobile networks
has become a key consideration especially for the design of
future mobile networks.
In a mobile network, base station (BS) accounts for as
high as 80% of the total power consumption [2]. Typically,
macrocell BSs use high transmit power to maintain its large
cell size (500 m Inter Site Distance (ISD) for urban macrocell
and 1732 m ISD for suburban macrocell in a Long Term
Evolution (LTE) network [3]). While large cells suit low user
density usage and help to reduce capital cost, they consume
high energy to operate. Reducing cell size can help to lower
energy consumption, but more cells are needed to cover the
same area which, in turn, will increase capital cost and energy
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usage. The concept of heterogeneous network (HetNet) is
proposed to offer a flexible solution. In HetNet, small cells
are deployed within an existing macrocell and operate either
concurrently with the macrocell by sharing the same radio
resource or orthogonally, by using a different frequency band.
Deploying small cells within areas of high traffic load can
help to reduce traffic load of the macrocell. Intelligent network
deployment strategies, where a high density deployment of low
power small BSs is utilized, are believed to decrease the power
consumption compared with a low density deployment of high
power macro BSs. The idea being that a BS closer to mobile
users requires less transmit power due to advantageous path
loss conditions [4].
In a recent survey conducted by Feng et al. [4], it has been
shown that EE transmissions offering lower power consumption are effective for saving significant amount of energy in a
mobile network. Define EE to be the ratio of total rate to the
total energy consumption of the network, the main objective
of EE design is to maximize the value of EE measured
in bit/Joule. The value of EE represents the amount of
information bits that can be transmitted per every Joule of
energy consumed by the network.
User scheduling and resource allocation have been found
effective in the past for improving the spectrum efficiency
(SE) or peak rate performance of communication system [2].
Given the increasing relevance of EE for future communication
networks, EE-based scheduling and resource allocation have
recently generated substantial research interests [2], [4], [5].
EE-based scheduling, which is also known as green scheduling
(GS), aims at scheduling the user transmission while reducing
the overall power consumption of the networks and guaranteeing an acceptable transmission rate. Traditionally, to achieve
higher achievable rate, mobile networks operate at their maximum allowable power in order to achieve higher Signal to
Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR). However, high transmit
power does not necessarily lead to high network throughput;
indeed, in a traditional multicell cellular system, higher transmit power will result in higher co-channel interference that
can, counterproductively, reduce SINR. This highlights the
importance of properly adjusting power according to the actual
user requirements and environments, as it has recently been
demonstrated in [2], [4], in order to maintain high transmission
rate with lower transmit power. Whereas in a two-tier HetNet
setup, given the different EE characteristics of small and the
macrocells, the importance of fine-tuning the power according
to user requirements/environment will be even more critical for
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controlling both inter and intra-tier interference. The HetNet
setup provides additional flexibility in green scheduling to
achieve further energy saving in transmissions, for instance,
by performing joint scheduling between the two tiers for
coordinating their interference and, in turn, improving EE.
Some early investigations have already shown encouraging
results of green scheduling in HetNets [6], [7].
However, we believe that the full potential of green scheduling for further improving EE in future communication networks, i.e. dense small cell networks, has yet to be unlocked.
Thus, we provide here a detailed survey of green scheduling
schemes for mobile networks and emerging HetNets by identifying and classifying the current trends in green scheduling and
summarizing the key results of existing works. Based on the
latter, we first identify the future challenges for green scheduling, and then propose our thoughts and ideas for tackling them.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the system model and framework that are common
to existing green scheduling researches. Section III describes
the various existing approaches in green scheduling. The key
findings of these approaches are summarized and analysed,
and then both single-tier and HetNet scenarios are simulated
as an illustration of green scheduling schemes’ performance
in Section IV. The challenges and future directions in green
scheduling design are discussed in Section V, followed by
important concluding remarks.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Green scheduling aims to achieve EE in addition to SE.
In green scheduling, EE is often measured by the ratio of
transmission rate to corresponding used power. Studies of
green scheduling mostly consider a downlink Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) network with
a single BS or M coordinated BSs. Each BS accesses to the
shared spectrum of N subcarriers to serve K users within its
radio range. Both BS and user equipment (UE) are equipped
with a single antenna. Availability of perfect channel state
information (CSI) is often assumed in the process of green
scheduling.
Energy efficiency of the system, EE, defined as the ratio of
total transmission rate to the total consumed power, can be
expressed as [4]
PM PK
Rtotal
k=1 Rk(m)
EE ,
= PM m=1
,
(1)
PN
n
Ptotal
m=1
n=1 ∆m pm + Pf ix
where Rk(m) represents the sum rate of user k served by
BS m. Green scheduling aims to maximize the number of
transmitted bits with every joule of energy consumption. The
power consumption consists of two parts, the transmit power
pnm and the operating power Pf ix , and ∆m accounts for the
Radio Frequency (RF) dependent slope of BS m. In (1),
the quantity Pf ix captures the operating power consumption
including circuit power, cooling system, power for backhaul
communications, and others. The above formula is also valid
for the small cell scenario with proper adjustments [4].
The objective of green scheduling is to find a particular
user scheduling and power allocation such that the EE is

maximized, given some constraints on power, rate, quality of
service (QoS), etc. It can be remarked that in most of the
existing works on green scheduling for multicell systems [2],
[5]–[10], the CSI, is assumed to be available at all BSs. This
implicitly corresponds to a coordinated scenario, where BSs
have enough backhaul capability to exchange this CSI. As
for the single-cell systems, CSI is only available within each
individual cell for its scheduling decision-making [11], [12].
III. G REEN S CHEDULING S CHEMES
The research on green scheduling generally exploits channel
condition information to reduce transmit power while maintaining performance. Different techniques have been developed
for different constraints and scenarios in the literature. We
classify the existing research efforts by different constraints
and then scenarios, as depicted in Fig. 1. The first track of
research works generally imposes a constraint on transmit
power when designing techniques for green scheduling [5], [7],
[9]. To capture the minimum transmission rate requirement in
the system, research works in the second track jointly consider
power and rate constraints [2], [6], [8], [11], [12]. Apart from
power and rate, the third track of research efforts focuses
on fairness-aware green scheduling which aims to provide
balanced rates among users [10], [13].
While majority of the existing works consider the traditional
macrocell network as their scenario, some recent works have
started to focus on proposing green scheduling schemes for
the emerging HetNet scenario. In the case of multicell macro
networks, BSs can perform coordinated green scheduling, i.e.
BSs can coordinate their transmission to improve their EE. The
scenario of HetNet is more complicated due to the involvement
of two tiers. Ideally, interference among intra cells and between
inter cells should be jointly considered when designing a green
scheduling scheme, which can be interpreted as full coordination among two tiers. However, due to modeling complexity,
many existing works in HetNet are only half-coordinated, i.e.
developing green scheduling schemes for the small cells only
while taking into account interference from the macro tier in
their system model. For each track of research and scenario,
we present several important works in the following.
A. Power Constrained Green Scheduling
For cellular networks sharing the same frequency, maximum
transmit power for each BS is set for controlling interferences to other cells. This maximum transmit power is often
derived during the planning phase with the objective to provide
necessary coverage without excessive interference to other
neighbouring cells. Traditionally, maximum transmit power
is divided evenly on each subcarrier in OFDMA system.
However, when channel condition is known, the corresponding
transmit power can be calculated during the process of EE
optimization, such that maximum transmit power may in effect
not necessarily be used. The sum of scheduled power on each
subcarrier must not exceed the maximum transmit power for
each BS. Given power constraint and CSI knowledge, power
constrained green scheduling assigns resources over time to
maximize the EE of the system.
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B. Rate Constrained Green Scheduling
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With the constraint on maximum transmit power, this track
of research focuses on cooperative scheduling of users among
neighboring BSs such that downlink transmit power can be
reduced without significantly sacrificing data transmission rate.
In [5], Venturino et al. consider both maximum overall BS
transmission power as well as maximum transmit power per
subcarrier. In their work, the power on each subcarrier should
not exceed the overall BS transmission power divided by the
number of subcarriers. Given the power constraint on each
subcarrier, the corresponding EE on individual subcarriers is
summed up to interchangeably represent the EE of the entire
system. In other words, EE given by (1) is replaced by the
following Sum-EE expression

Sum-EE ,

XX
m

n

n
Rk(m)
∆m p n
m
N

+

Pf ix
N

.

(2)

The Sum-EE expression which adds up individual EE on
subcarrier n of BS m is an approximation of the EE in (1), and
hence it does not always maximize the EE. However, Sum-EE
simplifies the introduction of weight on each subcarrier which
permits the study of differentiated services [5].
In HetNet scenario, Zhang et al. consider maximizing EE
in densely deployed femtocells with maximum transmit power
per femtocell BS [7]. In their setup, macro and femto cells operate on different spectrum, and hence there is no interference
between the two tiers. The research focuses on maximizing
the EE of the femto tier. The technique used in the work is
based on game theory. A distributed algorithm is developed to
achieve the EE objective. In [9], Xiao et al. optimize the EE for
HetNet by using Lagrangian dual decomposition, serial carrier
and power allocation. The EE optimization is straightforwardly
obtained from SE optimization with power constraints because
fixed transmit/consumed power is considered in this work. The
heterogeneity of BSs is used for further improving the EE of
the network.

Many power constraint EE optimization solutions favor
users with good channel quality. Their solutions often allocate
less resources to those users with poor channel quality than
others which affects the QoS that the system attempts to
deliver. A tradeoff between EE and SE exists [4]. In the
literature, transmission rate is often the metric used to measure
QoS. To deliver minimum rate in the system, i.e. to guarantee
QoS, rate constraint is introduced to the EE optimization
process. Given a scheduling period, the overall transmission
of each BS must achieve a certain sum-rate and/or each user
must be scheduled with a minimum transmission rate.
In the single-cell scenario, Xiao et al. in [11] focus on
providing an optimal scheduling solution to maximize EE
while satisfying the rate requirements requested by the users.
The problem is first transformed from a fractional form into an
equivalent subtractive form, then Lagrangian duality is used.
An approximation of the problem is then used to obtain the
optimal subcarrier allocation for the relaxed problem. In order
to meet the rate constraint of all the users, the power is next
allocated by using water-filling algorithm according to the
obtained subcarrier allocation. For the same scenario, Zheng et
al. in [12] study EE when maintaining a minimum sum-rate for
the BS as well as minimum individual user rates. This green
scheduling scheme employs water-filling method to find the
best power allocation for each user. They propose a suboptimal
algorithm for subcarrier allocation, which guarantees that each
user is first allocated one subcarrier. Then, it assigns the rest of
the subcarriers such that the power consumption is minimized.
Their simulation results show that the algorithm can achieve a
better balance between EE and SE with reduced complexity,
compared with Xiong’s algorithm in [13]. Whereas, in the
multicell scenario, Heliot et al.’s scheme in [2] schedules a
group of users that have similar CSI characteristics instead
of individual users to achieve a low-complexity coordinated
scheduling design. By comparing the EE performance of the
non-coordinated and coordinated multicell approaches, they
find that coordination helps to improve the EE of cellular
systems.
Limited backhaul capacity has a fundamental impact on
scheduling schemes, especially for small cells. In [8], Derrick et al. factor in the limitation of backhaul capacity in each
macrocell BS and constrain the maximum overall sum-rate that
each BS can transmit for a scheduling period. In their work,
the optimization problem is transformed into the same form
as in [11] for deriving an efficient iterative green scheduling
algorithm for the multicell scenario.
In the HetNet scenario, interference caused by another tier
can influence the design of green scheduling. In [6], Jiang et
al. propose a green scheduling scheme to maximize the EE
and satisfy the minimum rate requested by each user of the
small cell in a single-cell HetNet, when taking into account
the cross-tier interference from the macro-tier. The interference
from the macro-tier may vary according to different CSI. In
the meantime, an interference threshold is set for the smallcell tier in order to guarantee the QoS of the macrocell users.
The optimal solution to the power and resource allocation
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is obtained by first transforming the EE problem into a
subtractive form as in [8], [11], and then utilizing the dual
decomposition method.
C. Fairness Constrained Green Scheduling
Introducing rate constraint in the EE optimization process
has provided a basic means to deliver a certain service to BS
or users. Since the minimum rate achievable by the system
is not yet known during the EE optimization process, it is
difficult to set a practical rate constraint for the optimization.
Rate fairness that manages relative rates among users with predefined weights offers a practical setting in the EE optimization
process.
In [13], Xiong et al. formulate EE optimization with predetermined weights to allow differentiated rate allocation among
users. Their results show that with an appropriate setting of
weights for users, fairness can be achieved, especially for
users with low channel-gain-to-noise ratio (CNR). However,
this work did not explicitly provide a method to appropriately set the weights that can achieve fairness. In order to
support fairness, Ren et al. in [10] include proportional rate
constraint in the EE optimization framework, and design a
low complexity algorithm for solving it. The results show
that system performances are better when users with higher
CNR are scheduled more often, which in turn reflects that
the proportional rate constraints influence the fairness between
users. Both [10] and [13] demonstrate that without fairness
consideration, the system would favor high CNR users.
IV. P ERFORMANCE OF G REEN S CHEDULING S CHEMES
In the following, we first summarize the key findings of our
survey in Section III, before providing results demonstrating
the potential of full coordination for green scheduling.
A. Key Findings in Existing Green Scheduling Schemes
Green scheduling schemes have shown to reduce the transmit power (e.g. by 90% in [2]) and improve the EE of the system (e.g. by 94.2% in [9]) compared with traditional scheduling [2], [9]–[13]. Optimal solutions to EE optimization have
been developed for single cell scenario. However, these solutions are computationally complex [10], [12], [13]. Additional
research efforts have been made to develop low complexity
sub-optimal green scheduling with some achievements [10]–
[13]. However, it is found that achieving EE targets introduces
fairness unbalanced between different groups of users [11],
[12]. In particular, users with poor channel condition transmit
with unfairly low rates. Additional research efforts have been
made to develop solutions for EE with QoS consideration.
For multicell networks where multiple cells share the same
frequency band, it has been found that coordination among
neighboring BSs can further improve EE performance [2].
However, due to inter-cell interference, finding optimal solutions requires computational complexity algorithms [5]. Suboptimal solutions can be obtained by using various approaches,
such as relying on the symmetry of user locations [2] to reduce
complexity.

Comparing with classic single network, HetNet has shown
potential for significant EE improvement [9]. However, dedicated green scheduling schemes with cross-tier coordination
have yet to be designed. Current green scheduling schemes
considering HetNet are limited to a single tier coordination [7],
[10].
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Fig. 2.

Sectorized planar cellular system layout.

B. Case Study of Green Scheduling Schemes
Green scheduling techniques have shown to be effective for
saving energy in a single tier mobile network, as reported
in [2], [5], [8], [11], [13] for a classic cellular layout or in [6],
[7] for a small-cell only layout; however, the effectiveness
of these techniques in a two-tier HetNet scenario remains
to be characterized. In order to examine the effectiveness of
green scheduling in a two-tier HetNet scenario, and identify
the limitations of the current existing schemes, we apply two
of the various green scheduling schemes (i.e. “GS-Co” and
“GS-NC”) presented in this paper. The two green scheduling
schemes are chosen such that the impact of cross-tier coordination can be observed. We also apply two traditional SEbased schedulers (i.e. “SE-Co” and “SE-Or”) as benchmarks to
see how EE optimization compares with traditional scheduling
schemes. Further details about the four compared schedulers
are given in Table I. We first consider a three-sector macroonly layout and then the two-tier HetNet layout as in [3],
where sectorized macro BSs and uniformly distributed small
BSs coexists in the orange dodecagonal area, as it is depicted
in Fig. 2. Our results are obtained through Monte-Carlo simulations by using MATLAB. Moreover, we have considered the
power/system parameters in Table I of [2] and Tables 27 and
32 of [3] for plotting Figs. 3, 4 and 5, with N =600 subcarriers
and K=20 uniformly distributed users in each sector of the
dodecagonal area in Fig. 2. Regarding the power parameters
for the small cells, we have used 0.13 Watt and 6.8 Watt for
the maximum transmit power and circuit power, respectively
and set the RF dependent slope to 4.
In Figs. 3 and 4, we compare the EE performance of the
four schemes with various ISD values for macro-only and HetNet with three randomly distributed small cells, respectively.
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TABLE I.

G REEN SCHEDULING AND SE- BASED SCHEDULING
SCHEMES

EE-based Non-Coordinated

SE-Co

SE-based Coordinated

SE-Or

SE-based Non-Coordinated

3

Description
Algorithm 5 of [5]. It has been specifically designed for the classic cellular
layout; its generalized formulation made
it readily usable without modifications
for the two-tier scenario.
The coordinated green scheduler in [2],
which has been specifically designed for
the classic cellular layout, is utilized
in two-tier HetNet scenario but without
cross tier coordination; in other words,
each tier is coordinated independently,
without being aware of cross-tier interference.
Algorithm 3 of [14], which is a coordinated scheduler that can be readily used
for both macro and small cells.
Each BS has an equal number of dedicated subcarriers that are orthogonal to
each other.

Energy Efficiency (Mbits/J)

1

Energy Efficiency (Mbits/J)

GS-NC

Property
EE-based Coordinated

Rate proportion of the macro cell

Scheme
GS-Co

2
GS−Co
GS−NC
SE−Co
SE−Or

1

0
0.3

GS−Co
GS−NC
SE−Co
SE−Or

0.2

0.1

0
0.5

1

1.5

2

ISD (km)

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of various scheduling methods in terms of
EE and rate fairness vs. the inter-site distance in two-tier HetNet layout.
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Fig. 3. EE performance comparison of various scheduling methods vs. the
inter-site distance in one-tier macro-only layout.

For the macro-only scenario in Fig. 3, EE-based schedulers
outperform SE-based schedulers. The “SE-Or” scheduler uses
full power for transmission, though there is no interference
between different sectors, the available frequency bands for
each sector reduced by a third compared with other schedulers.
It therefore has the worst EE performance [2]. The “SE-Co”
scheduler can take advantage of available CSI to adjust its
transmit power rather than transmitting at full power. However,
since SE-based schedulers are not designed to improve EE,
their performance are worse than “GS-NC” and “GS-Co”
schedulers in terms of EE. The “GS-Co” scheduler has the best
EE performance given that it uses CSI knowledge to optimize
EE by enforcing BSs coordination.
Figure 4 shows the EE performance of the four schemes and
the fairness rate distribution between tiers in HetNet, in the
upper and lower parts of Fig. 4, respectively. We observe that
“GS-Co” scheduler has the best EE performance. Interestingly,
it can be remarked that SE coordination outperforms EE non-

coordination in the HetNet scenario. The macro tier is not
aware of the small cells for “GS-NC” scheme, the transmit
power of the macro BSs will increase with the ISD, creating
more interference to the small cells. In turn, small cells
will increase their transmit power in order to combat the
interference. Such behaviors consume more power and result
in rate degradation due to both increased intra-tier and intertier interferences. On the contrary, “SE-Co” scheduler jointly
considers the transit powers for both tiers such that interference
can be minimized. This observation illustrates the importance
of coordination among different tiers for improving EE. Our
result confirms the benefit of coordination and sharing CSI
between BSs, as it has been discussed in [15].
When comparing the results for the macro and HetNet
scenarios in Figs. 3 and 4, it can be remarked that green
schedulers provide an EE improvement of at least 100% in the
HetNet scenario when compared to the macro-only scenario.
This is because small cells in HetNet use lower transmission
power to communicate with UEs while achieving similar rate
than users served by the macrocells. This can be observed
in (1) where adding similar rate elements in the numerator
while reducing the level of the power in the denominator
contributes to better EE performance. In addition, as it can be
seen in Fig. 5, adding small cells have the effect of lowering
the transmission power of coordinated schemes, and hence this
reduces the interference, which in turn improves the rate and
EE.
The lower part of Fig. 4 compares the rate proportion of
the macrocell for the four schemes, which is an indicator of
fairness on how fair is the rate distribution between the two
tiers. It can be observed that some of the existing macro-only
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green scheduling solutions [2], [5], when directly applied to
the HetNet scenario, generate unfair load distribution between
the two tiers; this is mainly due to the different power and
propagation characteristics of BSs in different tiers. Indeed, the
results presented in the lower part of Fig. 4 indicate that “GSCo” achieves the best EE performance of the system by overfavoring the small cells at the expense of the macrocell rate.
The same unfair load balancing problem can also be noticed
in SE coordination although the impact is not as severe. On
the other hand, both “GS-NC” and “SE-Or” can maintain a
fairer load distribution between tiers as they do not perform
cross-tier coordination. In summary, this result clearly shows
the existence of a tradeoff between EE and load balancing in
a multi-tier system. Even though, some existing macro-only
green scheduler can be used to improve the EE in HetNet,
they still suffer from unfair rate allocation problem. This
indicates that green scheduling with cross-tier coordination
requires additional attention. Even more so, when mentioning
that the existing green coordinated scheduling schemes do not
take into account the on/off switching capabilities of small
cells; this certainly represents an extra degree of freedom for
improving the EE but, as well, an extra challenge to make it
work effectively.
1

Transmit power (W)

20

0.8

15
0.6

10
0.4

5

Rate proportion of the macro cell

GS−Co
GS−NC
SE−Co
SE−Or

In this case, the transmit power of one sector will be adjusted
according to the power from others. When more small cells
are present in the network, more interference occurs, and the
transmit power is automatically reduced accordingly to meet
the EE or SE performance.
V.

The survey has shown that efforts have been made to address
the EE problem in both single-tier macro network and twotier HetNet. With the presented results, we conclude that
coordination between the BSs can achieve better EE. Apart
from green scheduling in single cell scenario, there have been
recent works focusing on coordinated multicell scenario [2],
[5], [8]. The main challenge in the multicell scenario is the
complexity while dealing with the co-channel interference,
such that finding an optimal green scheduling solution is
likely to be very challenging, if not impossible. In the HetNet
scenario, most of the green scheduling investigations still focus
solely on the small-cell tier; as such cross-tier coordination
represents a worthwhile track of research. Our exploration of
green scheduling has unveiled several interesting directions to
be further researched:
(i) Developing a green scheduler with coordinated macro
and small BSs.
(ii) Addressing the unfairness problem among different tiers.
(iii) Exploring other user selection/grouping scheme apart
from greedy user selection, such as graph-based approach.
(iv) Reducing the complexity of scheduling algorithm. This
is an important issue especially for densely deployed networks.
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